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My present invention relates to devices for seated by a coiled spring 14. The outer end
of the spring 14 is seated against the inner
end of a discharge pipe 15, the'threaded end

delivering grease, under a high pressure, to
the bearings of automobiles and to various
other places that are to be lubricated. De
5 vices of this kind are quite generally known
to the trade as grease guns.

.

- Generally stated, he invention consists of

of which is screwed into the extended end of
said cylinder 2. This discharge tube 15 may_ 55
be assumed to be- the receiving section of a

jointed metallic greasedelivery pi e. Cyl

the novel devices, cOmbinations of devices and inder 2 is provided with an exten ed tubu
arrangement of parts hereinafter described lar elbow 16 that is provided with a relief
port 17 that opens into the interior of the 60.
10 and de?ned in the claim.
grease
tank or container 3, for an important
'\ The invention is illustrated in the single
view of the drawing which is a perspective purpose which will hereinafter appear. In
showing the improved grease gun in vertical the arrangement shown, the end of the elbow
16 is extended outward through the adjacent
axial section.
I
'
end of the tank 3 and through the plate 6 65
In
the
preferred
embodiment
of
the
inven
15
tion here illustrated, the grease gun proper is and gasket 8 and is provided with a nut 18
of the differential cylinder and piston type which, when tightened, ‘insures a tight joint
and includes connected axially aligned rela between the elbow and head of the tank. The
tively large and small 0 linders 1 and 2, both outer end of the elbow 16 is closed by a screw
of which are containe within, but project threaded plug 19 through which works the 70
[20 through
the heads of a surrounding grease stem‘ of a valve-locking screw 20. When this
contalning tank 3. Preferabl the cylinders screw 20 is tightened, it engages an out
1 and 2 are separatelyl forme , the latter be wardly opening check valve 21 and locks the
25

, ing telescoped throug one end of the former same against a seat formed in the, elbow 16 75
and having screw-threaded engagement with beléween its relief port 17 and its receiving

a nut 4 that clamps the two cylinders rigidly
together and in axial alignment. The pro

en

.

The tank 3, as shown, is provided with a

dome 22, the top of which is closed by
jecting end of. the small eylinder 2 is exter raised
a cap 23 having a small air vent 24 that
30

nally threaded and provi ed with a clamp
ing nut 5, which, when tightened, draws a permits atmospheric pressure to be effective

clamping plate 6 against the adjacent end of on the grease within said tank. Also as

the tank 3 and draws a ?ange 7 on the outer shown, the tank is provided on top‘ with an

end of the cylinder 1 ‘a ainst the opposite end L-shaped handle structure 25 that is attached
of said tank. Pl‘éfel'l'?lly, a pliable gasket 8 to the top of the tank and to the dome 22.
The numeral 26 indicates a breather tube
~35 is interposed between the plate 6 and the ad
jacent end of the tank 3and the gasket 9 is in that extends from the front end of the cyl
terposed between the ?ange 7 and the adja inder 1, through the front end of the tank 3,
- cent end of said tank so that ?uid-tight joints and through'the plate 6 and gasket 8, so that
are thus formed between the cylinders and atmospheric pressure will always be active
in the front end of the cylinder 1. A nut 27
40 the tank.
‘
i To afford a grease intake passage to the applied on the projecting end of the breather

receiving end of the small high pressure tube 26 serves when tightened, to cause a
joint to be formed between the breather
cylinder 2, the projecting sleeve-like portion tight
tube
and
the front end of the tank.
of the cylinder 1, as shown, is provided with
The projecting rear end of the tank 3 is

05
a depending intake tube 10 that communi
closed
by
a
head
28
that
is
rigidly
but
detach
cates with the cylinder 2 through a port 11.
The bore in the cylinder 2 is enlarged at its ably secured in position by nut-equipped
' outer portion so as to aiiord ajvalve seat 12 bolts 29 that are suitably anchored to the
3'. The head 28 is shown-as provided
against which an outwardly opening check tank
with
a hollow upwardly extended neck 30 100
.50 valve in the form of a ball 13 is normally
45
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that terminates in a tubular head 31. The depressed, valve head 38 will be forced
conduit of neck 30 at its lower portion opens v against valve seat 35, thereby closing the
through head 28 into the outer or rear end latter, and valve head 47 will be pressed away

. of the cylinder 1.. The rigid delivery section from valve seat 34, thereby permitting air

32 of a ?exible compressed air delivery pipe under pressure to be delivered into the rear 70

10

15

is shown as screwed into the receiving end
of the head‘ 31 and into the other end of said
head‘is screwed a tubular valve sleeve 33
that is formed with inner and outer valve
seats 34 and 35. A ribbed valve stem 36 is

end of cylinder 1 and against the relatively _

large piston 41. Compressed air thus de
livered against piston 41 will exert all of its
force on the'small-diameter piston 42 so that

relatively very high pressure will be pro
'slidably mounted in and works through the duced on the grease contained in the front

75

valve sleeve 33 and is provided with valve end of cylinder 2 and the grease thus under
heads 37 and 38 that are engageable alter high pressure will be delivered pastv the check
nately and respectively with the valve seats valve 13 and out through the pipe 15 and its
34 and35. A coiled spring 39, compressed extended sections to the ournal or part to be
between theivalve head 37 and the ipe sec lubricated. As already indicated, the dif
tion 32 normally holds valve head 3 against ferential piston and the double-ended control

80

seat 34 and valve head 38 away from'valve valve, will be automatically restored to their
seat 35, as shown in the drawing. For mov normal positions shown in ‘the drawing, im
ing the valve structure just described against mediately upon release of the lever 40. Ob 85
the tension of the spring 39 so as to compress viously, the lever 41 is so related to the
valve head 38 against valve seat 35 and move handle 25 that the grease gun can be carried

26

30

35

40

valve head 37 away from valve seat 34, there and operated by one hand.
vis provided a hand-operated valve-actuated
As is well known, it is common practice to
‘lever 40 that is pivotedto the hand-piece 25, connect the nozzles and nipples of these
as clearly shown in the drawing.‘
grease delivery guns by interlocking devices

90

Working in the differential cylinder, above that either cannot be released‘ or can be re
described, is a differential piston which, as leased only with reat di?iculty while they
shown, comprises a head-like piston 41 that are under the very igh pressure produced by
works in cylinder 1, and arelatively small the delivery of grease from the gun and 95
diameter rod-like piston 42 that works in which high pressure is maintained by the
the small high pressure cylinder 2. A check valve 13. This dii?culty is obviated in
coiled spring 43 compressed between the rela a very satisfactory way in the present device
tively large piston 41 and the front end of _by the arrangement of relief passages, ports.
the cylinder I normally holds the differential and valve described. To relieve the grease .100
piston retracted, as shown in the drawing, by pipe and couplings from pressure with this
reference to which it will be noted that piston arrangement it is only necessary to slightly
41 is at the outer end of cylinder 1 and that turn outward the lock screw 20 so as to release
piston 42 is so retracted that its front end will relief valve 21 and'thus permit such ?ow of
be back of its receiving port 11.
grease from the grease pipe through the relief 105

When thedevice is prepared for use, more port 17 directly back into the tank or con
or less grease in- liquid or semi~liquid form tainer 3. Thus the relief from pressure and
will be contained within the tank 3 and check the resulting slight discharge of grease is
valve 21 will be ' ressed to its closed position produced without wastev or slobbering of

45 so as to cut o? discharge from the enlarged grease outside of the apparatus. ,_

110

front portion of the cylinder 2, except out

What I claim is :—-

ward throu h the

A grease gun comprising a grease tank,

ease discharge p1pe 15.

I .

relatively large and small cylinders extended
or rearward movement from its forward to within said tank, connected relatively large
its retracted position shown in the drawing, and small pistons working respectively 1n

' When the’ differential piston makes a return

'

under the action ‘of'the spring '43, check valve said large and small cylinders, ‘means for
13 being then closed a partial. vacuum will be producing air pressure against said large pis

' produced in the front portion of the cylinder . ton tolcause said small piston to eject grease
65

60

2 so that the grease will be drawn from the under high pressure, a grease supply conduit

bottom of the tank upward through tube .10
and port 11 into the cylinder 2 in front of the
retracted piston 42. ,Such return movement
of the differential piston, under the action of
the spring 43, will take place under. normal
position of the control valve, which inits nor

inner portion ofsaid large cylinder to the
atmosphere, said breather tube forming a

the supply of compressed air and permits'a

heads of said grease tank.

leading from said tank into said small cyl

120

inder, and a breather tube extended from the

longitudinal extension of said relatively large

cylinder .& and together with said cylinder
' mal ‘position shown in the drawing,‘cuts ea forming a-‘brace or tie connection between the
free ?ow of air from the rear ‘end of the"

cylinder 1 outward through port 35.
65

When the upper portion of the lever

is.

In testimony ‘whereof I a?ix my signature.

virus A. BQKEB.
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